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About the Book 

Will Shakespeare, newly returned from his adventures in Italy, has at last got his 

start in the career that will define his life, by joining one of London’s acting troupes, 

the Queen’s Men. An unexpected death while the company is on tour seems about 

to give him his big break, but instead he finds himself drawn reluctantly back into 

the murky world of espionage in a year when England faces the challenge of the 

Spanish Armada and the possibility of invasion.  

Alive with period detail, this meticulously researched second novel in Anthony 

Wildman’s Lost Years series takes the reader deep into the world of Elizabethan 

theatre just as it is entering upon its golden age, when giants such as Christopher 

Marlowe and Robert Greene were turning the world of English literature on its head.  
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Also by Anthony R. Wildman: 

What News on the Rialto? – The Lost Years of William Shakespeare, Book 1 

The Diplomat of Florence – A Novel of Machiavelli and the Borgias 

Two Gents in Italy – A Journey Through Italian History and Culture 

Reviews of What News on the Rialto? (The Lost Years of William Shakespeare Book 1): 

'Weaving fiction with historical fact, Wildman's captivating novel includes well-researched events that hint at the origins of the 
plays we all know and love’ – Historical Novel Society 

‘A very engaging account of Shakespeare’s lost years’ – Amazon reviewer 

Reviews of other books by the author: 

‘Wildman’s writing is strikingly accessible, considering its intimidating subject, and he takes care to gently impart information 
about the ever-shifting political backdrop.’—Kirkus Reviews, about The Diplomat of Florence. 

'Not a superficial skim, but something altogether more satisfying.' - Susan Kurosawa, The Australian, about Two Gents in Italy 

About the Author 

Born in Hertfordshire, England, Anthony R Wildman migrated to Australia with his family in 1967. He grew up and was educated 
in South Australia, where he acquired a degree in History and Politics from the University of Adelaide, providing the fuel for a 
lifelong fascination with both subjects. After a career in business he embarked on a new phase of his life as a writer and novelist. 

Though his long-term home is in Melbourne, Australia, where he lives with his partner Robert, he has journeyed extensively 
throughout Europe, Asia and America, satisfying his love of travel and new experiences. 
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